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We prove an analogue of Sakai's [15] Radon-Nikodym theorem for lAspaces of W*algebras. Following Takesaki [20] we characterize the Radon-Nikodyru derivatives by
analytic extensions of modular automorphism groups. Finally we relate the facial structure
in ZAspaces of f^-algebras to Connes5 [2] unitary Radon-Nikodym cocycles.

§lo

Sakai's Radon-Nikodym theorem [15] describes the facial structure in
the positive cone of the predual L\JM) of a l^*-algebra <3tt. Haagerup [9]
succeeded to construct the spaces LP(JM), l<p<°o. They are obtained as
certain subspaces of measurable operators afiillated with the crossed product
of c_5K and modular automorphisms. In what follows we shall obtain an analogue of Sakai's result for Lp(^i), l<p<°°, by use of a Radon-Nikodym lemma for measurable operators affiliated with a semifinite PF*-algebra. This
result is in fact a direct consequence of an underlying facial principle for measurable operators. Takesaki [20] obtained the uniqueness of Sakai's positive
Radon-Nikodym. derivative and gave a characterization of non-necessarily
positive derivatives. Connes [3] obtained a Radon-Nikodym theorem for
weights in terms of analytic extensions of the associated unitary cocycle. We
shall prove the corresponding versions for
off I/»sp3ice§ of W*-®lgekm$ [9]9 [22]
Consider a PF*-algebra <5tt. Let <p be a normal, faithful, semifinite weight
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on <3tt and let a?, t e R, be the corresponding group of modular automorphisms
of JH. We denote the crossed product [5, Part 19 Def. 2.10] of 311 and a* by
3l=JM®vvR. c5K has a normal, faithful representation n in 5^ [5, Part 1, Prop.
2.5] and 7u(JM):=L°°(i5tt) is characterized as the set of fixed points under the
dual action a [5, Part 1, Prop. 4.12]. 71 is semifinite and has a n.f.s. trace r9
which is canonically associated to 9 — see [8, Lemma 5.2]. If 31 denotes the
space of r-measurable operators (compare § 2), then

We shall write / for the natural involution IV* r* in LP(JK). If
then /ty is defined as the Radon-Nikodym derivative [14, Thm. 5.12] of the
dual weight ^ [6, Def. 3. 1] of i/r with respect to r, i.e. $ =r(h$ * ). It can be shown
[22, Chapter II, Cor. 6], that h^I}(JStf) and that the map V"-*/ty extends to
an order isomorphism of c_5K# onto Ll(3H) [22, Chapter II, Thm. 7]. This
gives rise to a linear functional tr on Ll(JH) defined by

The duality between L?(3tt) and L*(c5Jf), l</><°°,— +— = 1, is defined
/?
g
as [22, Chapter II, Thm. 32]:

1.2. Radon-Nikodym theorem for ^-spaces
Suppose T, S<=LP(^M), l<p<oo, and Q<T<S. Then there exists a
unique h^^5H, ®<n(h)<supp(S) such that
T = 7u(h)Jn(h)J S .
1.3. Separating vectors in I/-spaee§ :
Suppose !<^<oo and S&Lp(JK)+9 i.e. S^LP(JH) and S>0. We call S
separating, if x^JH, x(x)S=Q=$> x=0. We call S cyclic, if n(3tt)S is dense
in Lp(<3tt). As one might expect, we have supp(5) = l ^ S is separating <^> S
is cyclic. Hence there exist separating vectors in LP(JH)+ if and only if <3M,
is cr-finite.
Let c5K be a a-finite W/*-algebra and consider two separating vectors 5,
rel/Cc^fO4" as well as the corresponding linear functional V r " == ^( 7r (°)'S)j
o> = tr(n( - ) r) e c5K J . Haager up [ 1 0, § 3] has shown that
1.3.1.

*("?(*)) ^ y'
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(Deo:

In fact (1.3.2) holds also, if (Do>: D^)t is defined as in [4, p. 479] or [1, p. 394]
and T is not necessarily a separating vector.
1.4.

Analytic extensions of modular automorphism groups

Suppose i/r is a n.f.s. weight on JM. Then we shall write Jfi(s),
for the set of x^<3tt such that the map t\->a^(x\ t^M, has a o(JM, <3tt
tinuous extension z*-»a$(x)&<3M, to the strip

which is o(^/H, c5^*)-analytic in r°.
The following result has been obtained by Takesaki [20, Thm. 15.3] in the
case/7 = l.
Theorem. Suppose ^H is a a-finite W* -algebra and l<p<oo. Let S
^Lf(JM)+ be a separating vector, ^lr(°)=tr(n(°)Sp)^<3tt* be the corresponding
linear functional and x^JM. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a)

7u(x)j7c(x)JS<S

(b)

1.5. Analytic extensions of RadoE-Nikoiym cocycles
Our final result has been obtained by Connes [3] not only in the case p = \
but for n.f.s. weights.
Theorem,, Suppose 3tt is a o -finite W* -algebra and l<p<oo. Let
S, TeZ/(c5fO+, 'SUpp(S) = l and consider the corresponding linear functionals
ir:=tr(n(*)Sp), o)i=tr(7u(°)Tp)^i5tt*. Then the following two conditions are
equivalent :
(a)

T<S

(b) The function t±-*(Do>: D^)t, t^R, has a o(JM, JA^)-continuous extension
to r_1/2p, which is analytic in r^_l/2p and
\\(Da>:

Furthermore if one of the above conditions holds, then
y:=(Dco
satisfies
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T = n(y) Jn(y) J S .
Remark, The theorem shows that the (operator) order relation in LP(JM)
T<S Is exactly the order relation ir<o)( — ) for the corresponding functional
\2/?/
In the sense of Connes-Takesaki [4, Ch. II, Def. 4.1].
§20 Measurable Operators with Respect to a Trace
2oL

of Haagerap-Terp [22] — compare also [1 1] —

Suppose 32 is a semifinite FF*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. Let
r be a n.f.s. trace on 37. A subspace 3£ of H Is called r-dense, If for
there exists a projection £^32 such that

A closed, densely defined operator T affiliated with 37 is called r-measurable,
If its domain of definition 3)(T) Is r-dense. We denote the set of r-measurable operators by 32. If T Is a selfadjolnt operator affiliated with 37 and
00
t dE(f) is its spectral decomposition, then re 37 If and only If for every

5

e(=R^5 there exists t>0 such that r(l — E([— t, t]))<s [22, Chapter I, Prop. 21].
If Te32, then (r|^)~ = rfor every r-dense subspace 3£^<D(T) [22, Chapter
I, Prop. 12]. If S, Te32, then S*<=32 and S+T, S°T are densely defined,
preclosed and S+T, S°T^l. In what follows, we shall always consider the
strong sum and product in 32 and omit the closure sign. 32 Is a *-algebra
with respect to strong sum, strong product and adjoint operation [22, Chapter
I, Prop. 24].
2o20 Lemma0 Suppose S, T<E32.
(a) // T • 5=0, then rightsupp (T) • leftsupp (S) =0.
(b) // leftsupp (T)V rightsupp (r)< leftsupp (5) and S*TS=Q, then T=Q,
(c) Suppose 0<T, S and supp(5) = l.
are equivalent:

Then the following two statements

1)

T<S2

ii)

The operator Tlf2S~l has domain of definition 3)(S~l) and norm less
than 1.

(d) Facial principle: If

0<T<S*S,

then there exists a unique
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0<;c< leftsupp (S) such that
T = S*xS .
(e) //leftsupp (5) = 1 and S*TS>0, then T>0.
Proof, (a) Using polar decomposition and spectral calculus one reduces (a) to the bounded case? which is known.
In the remainder of the proof we shall assume w.l.o.g. that S>Q and
supp(,S) = L
oo
t dE(t) be the spectral decomposition of S. Then we have
o

J

&((—,
OO\)TS=O^
r=o.
\\n
//
(c) and (d) 0< T<S2 implies
For f e5)(S)=S'"1^}(Sr-1) we set

It follows from the hypothesis that y=T1/2S~1 has norm, less than 1.
Conversely, if T^S'1 has domain of definitions ^(S"1) and norm less
than 1, then let y^Jl be its closure. We have
yS = T1/2 on

and||j||<L
Since 3)(S) is r-dense we obtain
yS -

Hence T=Sy*yS=SxS<SP where ®<x:= y*y<l
(e) We obtain from (b) that T=T* since
STS = — S(T+T*)S .
Now ®<STS<S\ T\ S and (d) imply the existence of x^Jl+ such that

srrsr = sr|r|1^jc|r|1'2s'
So

T= |r| 1/2 ^|T| 1/2 >0 b y ( b ) 0
D

The following lemma generalizes a well known result for bounded operators.
The main idea in the proof is due to Pedersen [12].
Suppose S, T^Jl.

If®<T<SandQ<a<l, then

T^
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Proof. Assume first that T is bounded and S has a bounded inverse.
Then the proof of [20, Chapter 1, Prop. 6.3] applies and yields the desired
result. In general let

S

OO

|« 00

t dE(t) and T = \ t dF(t)
o
Jo

be the spectral decomposition of S and T respectively. If en=E([Q, n])/\
F([0, n]), then 3£= U enH is a r-dense subspace of H. Hence it is a core for
S*-T«. Tfe<=enH, then

e>o

inf

e>o

This completes the proof.

CH

The following result has been obtained by Pedersen and Takesaki [13] in the
bounded case
2.4. Lemma. Suppose S, T<=fl, S, T>0. If

(a) (s1/2rs1/2)1/2-|r1/2^1/2 <s^supp(r)<supp(S)
then there exists a unique h^Jl such that
(b) 0</z<supp(S)
andT = hSh.
Conversely (b) implies (a). Furthermore, if T<S, then (a) is satisfied thanks
to Lemma 2.3.
Proof.

If (a) holds, then Lemma 2.2 (d) implies that
(S1/2T S1/2)1/2 = S1/2h S1'2

for an h e 57 with 0 < A < supp(^). Hence

Using Lemma 2.2 (b) this implies (b). If (b) is satisfied, then
si/2TSi/2

= sl/2h Sh Sl/2 .

The uniqueness of the square root shows that
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(S1/2T S1/2)1/2 = Sl/2h S^2<S .
This and Lemma 2.2 (d) prove that h Is uniquely determined.
§30

D

Proof of

Proof of 1.2. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 if one
observes, that the uniqueness-statement forces the delivered h to be a fixed
point under the dual action a.

a
Proof of '1.3.

Using Lemma 2.2 (a) we show that

With this in mind the first statement in (1.3) is a direct consequence of the
bipolar theorem and Lemma 2.2 (a). (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) for separating T
follow from [6, Thm. 3.2], [14, Thm. 4.6] and [2, Lemma 1.2.3]:

/ = (D&: Dr\(Dr\
If J is not separating, fix tfeL1^)"*" with supp(.R) = supp(T)J-, let cy
denote the functional corresponding to T+jR and p=7c~\supp T)=s\ipp(o)).
Now we obtain
)t) = iu((DG>: Do>^t (Da)
= ^(Da),: £h/r)t = 7u(p) (T+R)" S~if = T" S~lt .

D
Proof of 1 .4 Theorem,

(a) =^ (b). If (a) holds, then

Reducing to a r-dense subspace of ^)(51/2)n^(|^1/24(^*)l) as in the proof
of Lemma 2.3 one shows
(3.1)
|<f 5 s1/2 4(^»1 ^llflMls^ii, f, m®m .
Now for e, ri<=g)(Sl/2) we define
/lf,(z) - <2r(jc)S-'>f , S^"^>

/g ^ is continuous and bounded in Fl/2p and is analytic in Pljip.
(3.1) and the three lines principle show that this defines a norm bounded, ope-
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rator valued function zi— >az(X)? zeP1/2^ which satisfies
= fe.M,

f,

Since this construction Is Invariant under unitary operators In 32' and
under the dual action a we conclude az(x)^K(c3tt). If f , ^ are arbitrary vec°
tors inM, then there exist sequences fll,77ne,2)(.S'1/2)\vith£ ^limf B3 77
Then
»-^oo

uniformly on /11/2#. Hence z\-*az(x) Is continuous on I1^ and analytic In
F\/2p for the weak operator topology. Using the lemma, in [19, Sec. 9.24]
as well as the equivalence between a(*3M, c_5K*) and the weak operator topology
on bounded sets we obtain (b).
(b)=^(a). First we claim
(3.2)

7u(x)S1/2 = Sl/\a*i/2p(x})

for

In order to obtain this we consider for f, ^e«2)(51/2) the following two functions on Pi2''

These functions are continuous F1/2p and analytic in r°1/2p. So they are equal?
since they are equal on the real line by (1.3.1). This yields (3.2). (a) follows
now from (b) and (3.2).
Q
Proof of 1.6 Theorem. If (a) holds3 then by Lemma 2.2 (c) we know
that the operator

has domain of definition S)(S~1^2) and norm less than 1. Hence by (i)=^ (ii)
of the proposition In [19, Sec. 9.24] and 1.3.2 we obtain that the map

is a well defined 7r(c_5ff)-valued extension of
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which, is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology on F '-i/2p and
analytic in r^_l/2p. The three lines principle then shows that / is uniformly
bounded by 1. So it is even s(JM? c5Jf#)-coiitinuous and v/e obtain (b).
If (b) holds9 then by 1.3.2
(iii)=^(ii) of the proposition in [199 Sec.
1/2
1/2
9.24] we know that W(T S~ )=^)(S-1/2)a The uniqueness of analytic ex~
tensions shows that

Hence we can apply Lemma 2.2 (c) again to conclude (a). The remainder
of Theorem 1.6 is clear by the proof of Lemma 2.2 (c).
D
3o30 Remark. By the way we have obtained the following:
Suppose c5K is a a-finite FF*-algebra, xSE3tt+ and i^^^H* is
for s>® there exists a unique y e Jl*(s) such that

Then

J>0

and

x=

The facial principle has further applications:
For tr-finite FF*-algebras it allows to
completely positive,, dense embedP
dings of Jft into L (<3M) and of L\<3M) into L\<3K). As in [17, Thm. 3.1], [18]
this allows to transport semi-discreteness
injectivity from JA to
and vice versa.
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